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FULLY WELDED ALUMINUM YOUTH
GOAL -EASYTEC-

SKU: 30052-E

5 x 2 m
Color: natural aluminum
Projection 1.00 m
Safety net hooks

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

ROBUST YOUTH GOAL WITH NET HOOKS

Buy fully welded aluminum youth goal from the manufacturer! The youth goal has a
dimension of 5 x 2 m and is made of aluminum. In this version, the goal includes plastic
hooks for net attachment. The youth goal has high stability and durability for several
reasons: The oval profile (100 x 120 mm) used for the goal frame as well as the ground
frame is very robust due to the high wall thickness. In addition, the youth soccer goal is
completely welded in one piece and comes with extremely strong weld seams. The corner
connectors, which are also welded in, provide additional stability to the construction.

Note: Goal net not included.

Fully welded aluminum youth goal - very sturdy design

The aluminum youth goal is equipped with net hoops made of round tube profiles (60 x
3.5 mm). This results in the following projections: 0.80 m at the top and 1.00 m at the
bottom. It is essential to secure the free-standing and fully welded youth goal against
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tipping over. Therefore, the goal has a device for ground anchoring (for e.g. ground
nails/spirals). For better handling, side carrying handles have also been attached.

TÜV-tested quality

The youth goal is equipped with the easytec net suspension. This means that the goal net
is mounted with the help of net hooks. The extremely flat designed safety net hooks are
made of plastic. Due to the excellent design, they protrude only slightly from the goal
frame profile. They can also be mounted quickly and easily. To attach the soccer ball goal
net, eyelets are welded to the ground frame of the youth goal. Also required is the rod
system for securing the net to the ground frame (not included).

The fully welded youth goal -easytec- is manufactured in the highest quality and in
Germany. The goal is also manufactured according to the valid DIN standard 748 and is
certified by TÜV (TÜV - German Association for Technical Inspection). This ensures that
our customers get a safe youth soccer goal.

Youth goals directly from the manufacturer

Buy the fully welded aluminum youth goal directly from the manufacturer! At artec® you
are guaranteed to find the right goal: whether fully welded youth goal, large field goals,
training goals, recreational goals or even mini goals - there is something for everyone!
With our soccer goals and sports equipment, we as a manufacturer place the greatest
value on good quality and a long durability of the products. Just choose the suitable
soccer goal in our webshop and let us convince you! You are also welcome to get more
information about the technical details of our goals for youth soccer.
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ZUSÄTZLICHE INFORMATIONEN

Goal projection top 80 cm

Goal projection bottom 100 cm

Goal Size 5.00 x 2.00 m

Goal frame profile Oval profile 100 x 120 mm

Ground Frame Profile Oval Profile 100 x 120 mm

Model Fully Welded

Color / Surface Natural Aluminum

Goal net suspension Safety net hooks

Product Line easytec

Certification Mark TÜV tested

Installation Free Standing

Anti-tipping Without Tip Safety

Drivability Not mobile

ARENA net protection without net protection


